
 

Natural Gas EIA Inventory – Preview 

 

Natural gas rallied early in the session on Wednesday, but succumbed to heavy hedging pressure to 
finish only slightly better for the session. Speculators initially drove the market higher ahead of 
Thursday’s U.S. Energy Information Administration’s weekly storage report.   

Previous  -19B  Expectation  -19B  

Points to note: 

 Today’s EIA weekly storage report is expected to show a draw of -25 Bcf by most national survey 

averages, much stronger demand than the 5-year average of +38 Bcf. It was colder than normal 

over most of the northern and eastern halves of the country, while warmer than normal over 

the West. 

 The U.S. is currently showing heating demand in the Midwest and Northeast and cooling 

demand in parts of the Southeast and Southwest. With cold weather lingering this week, we 

may see another small draw from natural gas storage for the week-ending April 20. This may 

be enough to keep a bid in the market, but not enough to drive it much beyond the $2.810 

level which appears to be a key upside target. 

 

Weather forecasts for Coming Week: 

A strong weather system will exit the Northeast, but with cool conditions lingering where highs will only 

reach the 30s and 40s. The western US will see weather systems with heavy rain and snow, especially 

coastal states. The South and Texas will be mostly mild to warm with highs of 60s to 80s. Overall, 

demand will be strong vs normal through Saturday due to lows of 10s to 30s across the northern, then 

moderate as a milder break sets up over the South and East during the middle and end of next week. 

Symbol  S1 S2 R1  R2 

NG-MCX 175.9 173.5 179.5 181.5 

NG-Nymex 2.64 2.58 2.72 2.76 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer:  This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and doesn't construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. It is 

only for private circulation and use .The report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it 

should not be relied upon as such. No action is solicited on the basis of the contents of the report. The report should not be reproduced or redistributed to any 



other person(s) in any form without prior written permission of the ADROIT. The contents of this material are general and are neither comprehensive nor inclusive. 

Neither ADROIT nor any of its affiliates, associates, representatives, directors or employees shall be responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person 

due to any action taken on the basis of this report. It does not constitute personal recommendations or take into account the particular investment objectives, 

financial situations or needs of an individual client or a corporate/s or any entity/s. All investments involve risk and past performance doesn't guarantee future 

results. The value of, and income from investments may vary because of the changes in the macro and micro factors given at a certain period of time. The person 

should use his/her own judgment while taking investment decisions. Please note that we and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons 

involved in the preparation or issuance if this material;(a)from time to time, may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the commodities thereof, 

mentioned here in or(b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such commodities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the 

commodities discussed herein (c) may have any other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. All 

disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Ghaziabad High court. 

 


